Exciting New Products at Miami Boat Show
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The Fugawi Aboard quilted raster charts have been nominated for the prestigious Innovation Award at the upcoming 2015 Miami International Boat Show. Come visit our booth to see the charts in action!

The Fugawi Aboard charts are based on NOAA and the Canadian Hydrographic Services (CHS) charts and are compatible with Lowrance, B&G, Simrad, and Raymarine chartplotters. These quilted raster charts have the benefits common to vector charts, such as smooth panning and zooming, but with the familiar look and feel of paper charts.

Quilted raster and vector charts side-by-side comparison

NMEA 2000-compatible plug-in barometer

LCJ Capteurs award-winning wind sensors including the NMEA 2000 compatible barometer called Baroplug will also be featured in Miami

In addition, we will have an Android tablet, an iPad and a Windows tablet on display showcasing apps from our partners iNavX and PathAway with a wide variety of charts and content from Fugawi X-Traverse.

Look forward to seeing you at Booth 1658 at the Miami International Boat Show!